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Who? KU Public Safety

When?
For emergencies
  • Call 911
  • Email kupso@ku.edu
  • POLICE - If you should see someone committing a crime, a person who is about to
    commit a crime, or a crime has already occurred.
  • MEDICAL - If a person should need immediate medical attention.

What to say
  1. Give the location of the emergency.
  2. State what type of emergency you have.
  3. Give the dispatcher your name.
  4. Give the dispatcher your phone number and what location you are calling from if it
     differs from the location of the emergency.

Non-emergencies
  • Call (785) 864-5900 or (785) 864-5913 for a non-emergency situation.
  • Call (785) 864-8888 for KU CrimeStoppers, to report a crime anonymously and provide
    information that may lead to the arrest of suspects who have committed a crime.

KU Public Safety
1501 Crestline Drive Suite 120
Lawrence, KS 66045
http://publicsafety.ku.edu

Who? Office of Institutional Opportunity and Access

When?
When you think or know that you have recently experienced discrimination, or when you think
or know that you have recently witnessed an act of discrimination.

What to say?
Report the experience or what you witnessed. If you are not sure if your experience or what
you have witnessed is “actually” discrimination then call IOA for guidance on your concerns.
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Who? Center for Teaching Excellence

When?
Join a conversation this week about how to balance the supporting roles of educator and mentor while leading challenging and potentially heated discussions at the Center for Teaching Excellence in 135 Budig Hall.

Two sessions will be offered: Tuesday, November 15, and Wednesday, November 16, both from 12 to 1 PM. Choose the one session that fits into your schedule.

Lunch will be provided. Please note that space is limited. RSVP to Judy Eddy at jeddy@ku.edu, and let them know if you have any dietary needs.

Who? Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS)

When?
When you or someone you know seems to be struggling with emotion, stress, distress, and you are unsure of where to turn. In this past week you or someone you know may feel personally affected by the aftermath of the election. They may be especially troubled by the tone of classroom and national discussions, experiencing negative treatment, threats or more subtle forms of aggression and hostility. Ask for support.

What to say?
Just share your concerns. CAPS staff are there to listen and offer guidance.

They are available for consultation to students who may have concerns about another student or friend, or about a particular situation. CAPS staff members are also available to consult with faculty and staff regarding such issues.

(785) 864-2277
Inform staff that your needs are urgent.
http://caps.ku.edu
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